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A risky business: taking chances in AFO training.  
By Chris Beighton and Sabrina Poma 
Senior Lecturers, Canterbury Christ Church University  
 
In a recent issue of Top Cover, we reported on our work with AFOs on the National Firearms 
Instructors Course in Kent. One of the key things to come out of our experience with the programme 
has been a rethink of the sorts of training techniques that seem to work best in this type of setting.  
In fact, in many ways, working with AFOs has meant a real rethink of the way we do things in 
general.  
On NFIC, trainees have to hit the ground running, and this is true even – or especially - of the 
͞aĐadeŵiĐ iŶput͟ ǁheƌe tƌaiŶees get to gƌips ǁith the tƌaiŶiŶg skills theǇ Ŷeed to pass oŶ theiƌ 
knowledge and experience in a professional and informed way. We like to get our trainees busy from 
day one planning and delivering sessions, and one of the best examples of training we have seen 
recently was in a session about dispatching dangerous animals run by two trainees in Kent. The 
content of the session was, frankly, pretty dry and neither of us was really looking forward to 
assessiŶg it. Theƌe didŶ’t seeŵ to ďe ŵuĐh to saǇ aďout shooting mad bulls and the like which could 
not have been simply handed out on a fact sheet: where to aim and what calibre of weapon to use 
seemed the only actual input.  
But instead of taking this easy way out, one team of trainees handed out photos of different animals 
and a grid where trainees themselves could work out and note down how best to deal with the 
situation. It took a bit longer than handing out a factsheet or reeling off a presentation, but this 
approach turned out to have a number of serious advantages. On one hand, it freed up the trainer to 
tackle some of the more interesting questions about the problem. It also gave those who had 
actually been in such situations a chance to tell the others what the best techniques and approaches 
were. This did not just give the trainees time to understand why a particular technique would work 
best, but also to share best practice and swap any innovations or problems they knew about. It also 
added to the growing sense of recognition of the diversity of the role which can sometimes be 
forgotten.  
What’s iŶteƌestiŶg is that this is all tiŵe ǁell speŶt: it’s a ƋuestioŶ of efficiency; if you can gauge 
what knowledge is there, you can avoid repeating unnecessarily. It also means that the trainer can 
foĐus oŶ pƌoǀidiŶg ǁhat the tƌaiŶees ƌeallǇ doŶ’t kŶoǁ, just ǁheŶ theǇ Ŷeed to kŶoǁ it. These thiŶgs 
ĐaŶ’t ƌeallǇ ďe pƌediĐted ďǇ a ͞oŶe size fits all͟ appƌoaĐh.  
This basically adds up to extra depth, a chance to challenge and ask questions, have mistakes and 
misconceptions corrected. Crucially, it means the trainer has chance to get an idea how much of  a 
paƌtiĐulaƌ topiĐ has aĐtuallǇ ďeeŶ uŶdeƌstood, ďeĐause the feedďaĐk foƌŵ the leaƌŶeƌs isŶ’t just 
coming back in the form of a written tick-box with no real application to any sort of context. On the 
contrary, trainees are discussing a situation in a team, developing a much more realistic situation 
where reactions an understanding begun to resemble what the trainees might actually do in 
practice.  
We think this sort of thing is quite revealing about what sort of training helps develop skills 
compared with the sort of training which just doles them out and hopes for the best. We feel it’s 
important to recognise that experience like this is already there in any group of AFOs. In fact, it 
seems to us that this experience is sometimes ignored or at least downplayed by training techniques 
which just assume zero knowledge for the convenience of the trainer.   
What does this ŵeaŶ oŶ the gƌouŶd? Well, if theƌe’s oŶe thiŶg that ǁe haǀe to deal ǁith it’s the 
pƌoďleŵ of ͞fƌoŶt loadiŶg͟. EǀeƌǇoŶe ǁho has ďeeŶ suďjeĐt to it knows that front-loading is all about 
the tƌaiŶeƌ. It’s aďout the tƌaiŶeƌ haǀiŶg the kŶoǁledge, aŶd expects that the trainee will be basically 
passive, in effect just a mug waiting to be filled up to the brim by someone with a jugful of 
knowledge. This is a ĐaƌiĐatuƌe of Đouƌse, ďut it’s a cosy one which is tempting, especially for hard-
pressed trainers, because the trainer is in charge and can justify themselves. The trainer decides how 
much to put in, and if they like they can just keep on going until whether the mug is full or not. 
That’s ǁhǇ, at its worst, this sort of didactic training only asks one sort question: how much can I fit 
into an hour? How much can they take?  How much can I get onto tis powerpoint? How much have I 
done? How much do they remember etc etc. And the answer to all this ͞ hoǁ ŵuĐh͟ is usually 
already there in a set of bullet points and impersonal information decided somewhere else, by 
someone else.   
AskiŶg ͞hoǁ ŵuĐh͟ has practical advantages, but the risk of this approach is that it sometimes feels 
like it was designed for someone else, a ͞ Big Otheƌ͟ ǁho is less iŶteƌested iŶ hoǁ well the training 
has been done than how much of it has ďeeŶ Đoŵpleted.  “o it’s easǇ foƌ ďoth tƌaiŶeƌ aŶd tƌaiŶee to 
hand over learning to this wiser, better informed Other, with less chance of a buy-in by the trainee. 
The risk is that leaƌŶiŶg ƌeŵaiŶs supeƌfiĐial, aŶd theƌe’s ĐeƌtaiŶlǇ Ŷo ǁaǇ of gaugiŶg if aŶǇthiŶg has 
really been learnt or adopted in ways that will actually change practices. The traditional end-of-
sessioŶ ͞kŶoǁledge ĐheĐk͟ might provide a certain amount of information about what has been 
remembered in small,  independent chunks of measurable information. But it’s too late at this stage 
to do anything if the test reveals any problems. So the test itself is worked out to make sure that 
what it tests is eminently achievable: how much is an easy question to answer. But the crucial 
ƋuestioŶ of ǁhetheƌ  it’s useful oƌ iŵpoƌtaŶt takes a ďaĐk seat.   
In fact, we wonder how often AFOs ask themselves these ͞hoǁ ŵuĐh͟ questions? This sort of 
question might be appropriate for some things in firearms, but when being debriefed in the 
judgeŵeŶt suite, I doŶ’t ƌeĐall ďeiŶg asked too many ͞hoǁ ŵuĐh…͟ questions.  There were plenty of 
when questions (when did you decide…, when did you notice ……); there were plenty of where 
questions too (where was ….., where did you …….) and of course the why (why did you decide to…., 
ǁhǇ didŶ’t Ǉou….).  
Our question is about whether a Đoŵpleǆ ƌole is ƌeallǇ aďout askiŶg ͞hoǁ ŵuĐh͟, or wther it’s really 
about those much more interesting questions of when, where, who, why and even what if…. These 
are not questions that can be answered upstream, and they depend instead on complex decisions 
that have to be made on the basis of qualitative assessment of the situation and the context.  
“o ǁe ƋuestioŶ the usefulŶess of ͞fƌoŶt-leadiŶg͟ in some firearms training, because front loading 
doesŶ’t ƌeĐogŶise the ǁaǇ ŵaŶǇ situatioŶs aƌe aďout iŶteƌpretations, decisions, reactions. Even 
apparently fact-based input, like our dangerous animals session, often works best when based 
around problem solving, or discussion around a scenario, or discovering a way of dealing with things. 
This is because AFOs are never, in our experience, empty mugs to be filled, but resourceful, thinking 
people with a wealth of experience to draw on. This experience may or may not be similar to what 
we are trying to teach, but people as a rule are actually quite good at transferring knowledge from 
one domain to another, if you give them the chance, that is. Experience in one branch of work can 
be put to use in another, and we see time and time again how a hobby, an interest or a seemingly 
trivial incident actually informs the AFO role in concrete and valuable ways.  
That’s ǁhǇ one of the things that strikes us every time we do a NFIC is the way in which AFOs pick up 
on the need to develop and experiment so quickly. This is always a surprise because AFOs are bound 
to a culture where risk-taking is a double edged-sword.  
On one hand, they are out on the streets. But at the back of eǀeƌǇ offiĐeƌ’s ŵiŶd is that the guŶ 
always smokes backwards: every move an AFO makes has to be tracable, and the individual is 
potentially accountable for every split second decision. Policing is genetically risk averse, which is 
how it should be when the buck stops here. 
On the other hand, though, we know that crucial decision-ŵakiŶg situatioŶs ĐaŶ’t ďǇ plaŶŶed ϭϬϬ% 
and that risk cannot be eliminated from the job. As trainers, we are interested in the role of risk-
taking, especially in training, where a safe environment means that we can do things that help 
leaƌŶiŶg iŶ the kŶoǁledge that liǀes doŶ’t depeŶd iŵŵediatelǇ oŶ theŵ. BeǇoŶd this, though, we are 
also interested in the way training can and should take on some aspects of risk-taking because this 
meets a number of crucial goals. The first of these goals is to work with what AFOs bring to the 
party. Time and time again we see AFOs arrive on a NFIC programme on day one, exhibiting all the 
signs of defensiveness one would expect from someone in a new situation. They know the whole 
programme will challenge them, but AFOs are looking forward to that: after all, they are used to the 
technical stuff – theǇ ǁouldŶ’t ďe oŶ NFIC otheƌǁise.  What they are less confident about is the 
thought of the ͞aĐadeŵiĐ iŶput͟, all this high-falutin stuff that those University people are going to 
ďoƌe theŵ ǁith…the body language, alone tend to send the same message: this academic stuff is not 
ŵǇ ǁoƌld, aŶd I’ŵ Ŷo loŶgeƌ so suƌe of ŵǇself, so I’ŵ Ŷot goiŶg to take aŶǇ ƌisks aŶd ŵake ŵǇself 
look a fool.  
This is a problem for us as trainers, because we need a real dialogue with our trainees. First off, we 
need to know what they are really capable of, not what image they want us to see. Second, we need 
real-tiŵe feedďaĐk oŶ ǁhat’s goiŶg oŶ, ǁhat’s ďeiŶg uŶdeƌstood, ǁhat ǁe Ŷeed to do to ŵake it 
work better. And third we need trainees to feel that the training is about them, not us: we need 
eŶgageŵeŶt ǁith ǁhat’s goiŶg oŶ so that ǁhat’s goiŶg oŶ isŶ’t just ͞iŶput͟ oƌ eǀeŶ ͞iŶtake͟ ďut 
involvement. But to be really involved, a risk has to be taken: we all have to take the chance that this 
will work rather than assuming it ǁoŶ’t. “o ǁe thiŶk that AFO tƌaiŶiŶg ĐaŶ’t ďe ĐoŶteŶt ǁith askiŶg 
itself ͞how much͟. It Ŷeeds to take the ƌisk of askiŶg those otheƌ, ŵoƌe diffiĐult ƋuestioŶs…aŶd 
trusting each other to deal intelligently with whatever responses they elicit. Let’s faĐe it: without 
that trust, what hope is there of having any real impact?  
 
Foƌ fuƌtheƌ iŶfoƌŵatioŶ ƌegaƌdiŶg Chƌis aŶd “aďƌiŶa’s research on the professionalisation of Firearms 
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